
Avyakt BapDada 27th November 1989 
 
Today BapDada, the World Benefactor, is seeing his companions, the children, who are all 

instruments in the task of world benefit. Everyone has thoughts of benefit for, and love for, the 
distressed souls of the world. The bhagat souls also have these feelings of love, but for a 
temporary period - you have love for all time for souls - feelings based on knowledge, and for 
the benefit of everyone. 

 
The fruit of your feelings of love is the transformation of the souls of the love. As you go 

further, matter will also be transformed. Your pure feelings are powerful - they enable souls to 
receive instant fruit. Any souls who come into relationship and connection with you will 
experience peace and love at that moment. You have a desire of mercy for each soul, so that they 
claim the right to the inheritance, and are not deprived of our Godly family. 

 
Pure feelings can enable a soul to experience fruit even while far away. The power of 

silence, the power of pure feelings, reaches from afar - the basis of this is the accumulation of the 
power of peace within you. Pure feelings produce powerful thoughts - the speed of thought is 
faster than all other powers. This subtle service of you souls gives practical experiences, and 
takes less time, facilities, and money. 

 
To do this, the mind and intellect have to be free constantly. When you keep your mind and 

intellect busy with small matters, the subtle line of speedy service does not remain clear. So pay 
attention to solitude and stability. No matter how busy a soul who loves solitude is, he will find 
one or two moments in between to experience solitude. Because a soul who loves solitude 
becomes so powerful, he can concentrate the subtle powers of the mind and intellect whenever 
and wherever he chooses. Even in external circumstances of upheaval, he can go within a second 
into the depths of One. There is a great deal of noise and upheaval superficially with the waves 
of the ocean, but there is no upheaval in the depths of the ocean. When you go into the depths of 
One, into the depths of the ocean of knowledge, the upheavals finish and you become stable. 

 
So by recognising the importance of pure desires and pure feelings, and by becoming the 

embodiment of it, you give many souls an instant experience. This is subtle service. This should 
take place alongside your service through words. The practice of subtle service should carry on 
for a long period of time - that is, it should start from now - or later you will not be able to 
maintain the balance between remembrance and service. 

 
(kumaris) 
 
BapDada is amused on seeing the kumaris, because they are prepared to give up the burden 

of a job, yet do not have the courage to do service in God’s house at the centre. To do a job 
means to sustain the self - keep the aim of giving Baba’s sustenance to the souls of the world. To 
claim blessings from man is a huge income. You have a golden chance to be an instrument of the 
unlimited only in this birth, so be a worthy right hand. If you do not become a worthy server, yo 
are taking service. It is because you do not become a worthy server that you are afraid. On who 
is worthy is a carefree emperor - so become worthy and nothing can stop you. To be worthy, 
remember : “mine is one Baba and none other”. 



 
(kumars) 
 
The kumars run very fast and are great destroyers of obstacles. The people of the world 

consider it difficult for kumars to be yogis, but you have to challenge them and say: “we are free 
from obstacles and worthy of respect”. The obstacle that kumars have is in thinking: “I want 
company, a companion”. A kumar who remains constantly in Baba’s company can remain 
constantly happy. The company is the whole family - it is wrong to keep the company of one or 
two. A kumari stays in the company of service, but the kumars have desire for company. 
BapDada has pride in the kumars - they are moving forward with efforts, even though they are 
alone. Two or three kumars can live together and give co-operation to one another when there is 
a need. Be free from obstacles and do not be a problem at the centre - be one who removes 
problems. 

 
(reply to letters received) 
 
BapDada is giving congratulations from his heart to the children in all four directions with 

the canopy of love and co-operation. Children from this land and abroad give news from their 
hearts - there are more letters from abroad. Baba congratulates the children who give news of 
service, and also gives the blessing: “ may you be successful in self service and world service”. 
Just as you please Baba with a true heart, in the same way understand your weaknesses, and 
remain content. To give your chart with a true heart, and to write letters of chit-chat with love 
means to finish the rubbish. The chit-chat with love gives the experience of closeness. The letters 
should be short and sweet. Achcha. 

 
To the great souls who understand the significance of pure feelings, pure desires, and subtle 

service, BapDada’s love, remembrance, and namaste. 
   


